The Gardening Group visited Harrington Hall and Gardens in July
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Welfare Committee Member
Margaret Campion is the Welfare Committee Member. If you
know of anyone sick or someone who has been absent for a
while and unwell, or if you think a card from the Committee would
be welcome, then let Margaret know and she will send a suitable
message.
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Note from the Editor
I wish to thank all of you who sent in news, reports, photographs
and information about forthcoming group events for this
Newsletter.
The Newsletter is published 4 times a year, in January, April, July
and October. The deadline for the January 2013 publication is
Saturday 1st December. Contact details for the Newsletter are:
Email:

lindseyu3a@gmail.com

Thanks also to the Editorial Team: Sub-Editor: Dawn Bowskill,
Member: Anne Driver.

Peter Abela,
Editor
Door Rota
Oct
Nov

John and Lorna Evans
Alex and Eleanor Walker

Tea and Coffee Rota
Oct
Nov

Diana and Lyndon Nicholas, Ben and Liz Irons, Dawn
Bowskill
Michael and Margaret Blaydes, John and Margaret
Evans, Chris Sear
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General Monthly Meetings

Thu 4 Oct
“Monet: Colour in Impressionism” by James Taylor-Foster
Vote of Thanks by Allan Ball

Thu Nov 1
“The Trials and Tribulations of being an author” by David
Zelder
David Zelder was born in West Yorkshire and spent much of
his career in the oil industry, ultimately being responsible for
heading the UK retail operation for an American oil firm.

In 2008, David decided to retire. He now lives, with his wife,
Pauline, on the 4th floor of a luxury apartment block in the
beautiful city of Lincoln, overlooking the River Witham.
In 2011 David entered two of his short stories into separate
writing competitions. In one he won an award and special
mention; in the second he won first prize. So this spurred
him on to complete his full length novel “Yomping Outside”
Vote of Thanks by Robin Gulliver

Dec 6
Old Father Thames by Bob Wise
Bob Wise is our very own convenor for the History Group and
is well-known within the U3A for his interesting and colourful
talks on a wide range of historic subjects.
Vote of Thanks by Jo Smith
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Cosmology
(July General Meeting)
The talk given by Keith Allen at our meeting was on Cosmology.
As with many words you think you know their exact meaning but,
just to be sure, I looked it up in the dictionary and was I in for a
shock at the sheer complexity of the entry. Yours truly was then
left asking herself what kind of fool asks themself to give the 'The
Speech of Thanks' on such a learned subject? ‘Themself’ did not
bother to reply! The audience and I were left "Floating in Space"
with our minds in total overload. Wow what a talk!
This ranks as one of the very best lectures that I have heard at
any U3A. Well done Keith, you rendered your audience almost
speechless until they rounded up their minds and put their
mouths into gear again. I will not embarrass you too much but I
can tell you that WE ALL ENJOYED IT. Keith wrote this précis
for me. Thank you Keith for taking pity on --Totally Confused of
Welton. --- Jo Smith.
Cosmology is the study of the
Universe and is really a mixture of
Astronomy and Physics. The talk
started with the ancient beliefs of a
universe with the Earth at the
centre, and the Sun, Moon, Planets
and stars orbiting around it.
This belief lasted until the 16th
Isaac Newton
century when Copernicus, a Polish
monk, realised that the Earth and
planets orbited the Sun. This idea was opposed by the Roman
Catholic Church for another 100 years. Galileo and Kepler made
further discoveries in the early 17 th century.
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A Lincolnshire man, Isaac Newton was born in1642 and went to
Cambridge University after school at Kings School, Grantham.
His work formulated the laws of motion, gravitation and the
necessary maths (calculus). He also expanded optics explaining
the breakdown of white light into its colours. His great work,
Principia, was published in1687 and summarised his work over
the previous 20 years. This book is probably the most important
single work ever published in the physical sciences, and sealed
Newton’s lasting reputation as one of the two greatest physical
scientists ( together with Einstein).
By the middle of the 19 th century important discoveries were
being made including the Electromagnetic Theory of Scottish
Physicist James Maxwell.
Albert Einstein was born in Germany in
1879 and in 1905 analysed some of
Maxwell’s equations to formulate his
Special Theory of Relativity which lead
to the famous formula connecting
mass and energy. This has led to
Atomic Power, the Atomic Bomb and
then to the Hydrogen Bomb. Today
Atomic
Power
is
firmly,
if
controversially,
established
and
we
Albert Einstein
then looked at new developments to
generate energy from the power of the Hydrogen bomb which is
what powers the sun and stars. In 1915 Einstein proposed a
modification of Newton’s Law of Gravity in the General Theory of
Relativity. One effect of this was proved in the total eclipse of
1919.
Special Relativity causes time dilation which goes against all
common sense and an experiment that seems to show that it is
true was mentioned.
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Hubble in 1924 realised that the Sun was part of a galaxy of one
hundred thousand million stars and we now know that there are
about one hundred thousand million galaxies.
The complex Quantum Theory was briefly touched upon and the
problem at the heart of modern physics of combining Relativity,
Gravity and Quantum Gravity was mentioned.
Elementary Particles were looked at especially the Higgs Boson
which had made the headlines the previous day. An exotic
theory, such as String Theory, with its nine dimensions was
mentioned and we also heard about Black Holes.
The talk finished with a talk about the possibility of Life in the
Universe, much of it speculative. A book list of possible further
reading was provided.

Jo Smith/ Keith Allen
Medieval Pilgrims
(August General Meeting)
Over 30 years ago Ted Edwards started
collecting souvenirs of the Pilgrims. Many
of the artefacts were found in the Thames,
rivers and fields using a metal detector.
Mr Edwards explained that the medieval
period
covered
over
500
years,
approximately from 1000 to 1500 AD and
Medieval Pilgrims
was dominated by the Church, which held
great influence ranging from paupers to
kings. The preaching was hell-fire and brimstone so a pilgrimage
was a way of saving your soul from eternal damnation. In the
early ages only those who had completed a pilgrimage to the
Holy Land were considered qualified to interpret the Bible. The
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permission of your priest was needed. A vow had to be given
and at some point a payment. I am not sure whether this
payment was paid to your own church or at the Holy Shrine. The
vow was called an Indulgence, (when he called it this I thought I’d
heard wrong so looked it up on the net) - an act of penitence to
reduce, if not absolve, you of your sins. In the 14th century the
bishops advocated that a pilgrimage was not needed for an
Indulgence but could be had by giving money to the Church.
We can trace the advent of tourism back to those early days.
The pilgrims travelled abroad to experience new lands and
customs. They were at times a nuisance as they would make a
song and dance to celebrate their arrival at the Holy Shrine and
also breaking pieces of the relics to keep as mementoes. I
thought this sounded like some of the tourists we have today.
The Church had to find a way of protecting the relics and the
souvenir was born, with different mementoes for various Holy
Shrines. These souvenirs were also used as proof the pilgrim
had indeed completed his Indulgence.
An ampoule could be purchased which contained holy water
used as a cure. Many of these were found in fields. Mr Edwards
thought that once used they were thrown or buried in the fields in
the hope the land would be blessed.
Early pilgrims to the Holy Land carried back a palm leaf as a
memento. These pilgrims were called Palmers. Souvenirs of
rings were made showing a palm leaf and the palms of the hands
were later produced.
On the way home a pilgrim would wear a lead badge to prove he
had fulfilled his vow. From the Holy Land a pilgrim would wear a
palm, from Rome a set of keys, and from Santiago de
Compostela (on the up-turned brim of the hat), a shell from the
St. James’ scallop, which became the symbol most often
associated with the pilgrims.
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Mr Edwards had a number of slides showing pins, badges and
the uniform of the pilgrim. The uniform gradually developed over
the years and became readily identifiable. This consisted of a
wide-brimmed hat with the scallops attached, a ‘mantlet’ also with
scallops, a scrip which was a soft pouch, usually made of leather
and tied to the pilgrim’s waist. The scrip was used to store all the
essential belongings: food, money, documents etc., a staff and
an item of clothing that to me looked like a dress but is called a
‘sclavein’.
Ted Edwards brought many pins and brooches from the medieval
period and these were not only tiny but also very delicate and
were kept under glass cases, with a magnifying glass to inspect
them.
It was clear that he was greatly interested in his collection and
would love to have gone on one of the pilgrimages.

John Evans
Art Appreciation
May Meeting
The Hepworth Wakefield is an art gallery in
Wakefield West Yorkshire, which opened on 21
May 2011. Designed by British Architect David
Chipperfield, built by Laing O'Rourke, funded
by Wakefield Council, Arts Council of England,
Art Appreciation
and the Heritage Lottery Fund, charitable
trusts, and private donations, it is a fitting
tribute to Barbara Hepworth, born in Wakefield and other
Yorkshire Artists.
In designing the Hepworth Wakefield, David Chipperfield
Architects responded imaginatively to the gallery's waterfront
setting. The gallery complements the scale and form of the
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industrial buildings and, like most of them, appears to rise out of
the River Calder. The gallery's location on the river’s edge also
allows it to apply new forms of renewable energy by sourcing the
majority of its heating and cooling system from the river's flow.
The gallery's façade has been constructed of pigmented
concrete which was created in situ. This gives the building a
sculptural appearance, which echoes the shapes and forms in
many of Barbara Hepworth's sculptures.
And so it was that on Friday July 13 members of the Art
Appreciation group along with 4 members of Lincoln discussion
group set off to visit the Hepworth. Our driver Ann Marie, was
welcomed by the group, some were a little surprised by a lady
driver, but suffice to say by the end of the day she felt "one of
us".
On arrival we were met by staff members, (many volunteers),
one of whom led us on a tour of the gallery taking us through the
history, planning, and design of the building, and in particular the
work of Barbara Hepworth. Questions from the group led to
good discussions, and opened the way for other artists’ work to
be seen later.
A little over an hour later at 12.30 we were ready for lunch that
each had previously ordered, which was served with good food
and service. This also gave the opportunity for discussion as a
group about the morning, and the opportunity to sit down and
communicate with each other.
The afternoon was free time, whereby personal choices could be
made to revisit some of the collection’s other displays including
works by Henry Moore, Francis Bacon, Lucien Freud, or the
Hepworth Family gifts including over 40 of Hepworth's working
plasters and working models. If tired then you could sit and
observe the surroundings through the well-designed windows.
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These windows bring together the "marriage” of architecture
and art, encapsulating their surroundings, and hopefully showing
us different ways of observing art and architecture.
After cups of tea we had a visit to the shop to pick up little
reminders of our visit. At 3.45, and in a sharp shower we were
picked up by our coach and driver Ann Marie and set our face
on to Lincoln, arriving around six o'clock.
It seems it had been a good and enjoyable day for all.

Muriel Ball
Footnote. David Chipperfield has also designed the Gallery in
Margate, in which he has used the same design of opening up
new ideas that are physical and organisational, exploring the
concept of clearly defined rooms for the art (with consideration to
sequence, daylight, view) and for that composition of rooms to
generate the external form of the building.
August Meeting
Doddington Hall, a few
miles SW of Lincoln is
a fine Elizabethan
Manor
with
an
interesting
garden,
much of it recently replanted.
Claire and
James Birch, owners
of the Hall, this summer
commissioned David
Waghorne to curate a
Sculpture
Exhibition
Doddington Hall
within the garden.
Over 350 pieces, in bronze, aluminium, ceramic, marble, wood,
stone, rubber and glass plus several kinetic pieces all sourced by
Mr Waghorne were sited throughout the gardens, matching size
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and style to the structure and planting in the varying areas of the
garden.
Monday, August 13th proved an exception this summer as the
visiting Art Appreciation party enjoyed a fine pleasant day when we
visited Doddington and the Sculpture Exhibition. We wandered
along the paths identifying the items, through the formal, kitchen,
wild, woodland and water gardens, all of which were hosts to
sculptures. Some were small replica-like, others conceptual, while
still more were absolutely amazing, fun, useful and/or just beautiful.
You wanted to sit on it, swing from it, climb on it, or just take it away
- though warned for safety not to do so!
The two I most coveted were first a simple seat in granite with
stainless steel base - very comfortable and exceedingly expensive
and the other a gold-painted ceramic sphere which glowed
magnificently in the sun's rays. All exhibits were for sale. We
compared notes on our favourites; also those which did not appeal!
The exhibitors - over 70 in number were a mixed selection including
10 based in Lincolnshire, 18 elsewhere in the Midlands and the
remainder scattered throughout the British Isles. To appreciate the
exhibition properly took over 2 hours but it was worth it. We all
enjoyed the experience, the artistic endeavour in producing such a
variety of exhibits and the time we had spent in the pleasant setting.
I also greatly appreciated my seat and cup of tea in the welcoming
cafe before going home.

Elspeth Young.
In the next Newsletter
find out about a living artist from Lincoln,
Graham Lewinton
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Art Appreciation Programme
Monday 8 October 2pm The Bee Field. Tim Wheeldon will give
a talk on ‘Poster, Prints & Original Art.’ Jeannie Rowan is the
organiser for this interesting presentation.
Monday 12 November 2pm The Bee Field. Monica Heyward
Kenny will give a presentation on ‘Wood cuts’.
Monday 10 December 2pm The Bee Field. Everyone to bring a
favourite picture/article and give a short talk on why it is special.

Architecture Programme
Thursday 20 September 10.30am
A Visit to the Caistor Heritage Centre. There will
be a guided tour plus there is an Art gallery and
café. They request a minimum donation of £1.
Thursday 18 October 10am
To be finalised but hopefully a visit to the
refurbished Royal Grandstand at the old race course. Ruby
Crofts to arrange.
Architecture

Thursday 15 November 10am
Nothing yet arranged – ideas to Margaret please.
Thursday 17 January. 10am
The Stones of Bardney Abbey.

Membership News (Oct 2012)
We now have a total of 287 members. This includes 8 new
members since the July Newsletter – we therefore welcome Jean
House, Sid Miller, Vivienne Wakling, Carole & Bruce Berridge,
Monika Burdon, Jackie Hornby and Gwen Rowe to Lindsey U3A.

Alan Turner, Membership Secretary
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A U3A Holiday Tour to Floriade
On Thursday afternoon, 28th June, forty-one
enthusiasts, mainly Lindsey U3A members,
boarded their coach and set off for Hull and
the overnight ferry to Rotterdam. The sea
was calm, the accommodation comfortable,
the food excellent and the company
likewise.
The next morning we departed for the Palace of Het Loo, near
Appledoorn, Holland with our driver Clive, whose dry wit and
conversational style became progressively more relaxed as the
tour progressed. The Palace, completed in 1686, was built as a
hunting lodge for Prince William III of Orange, who became King
of England in 1689. It was inhabited by senior members of the
House of Orange for three centuries, starting with William III, up
to and including Queen Wilhelmina, until 1962.
In 1984 the Palace and its famous formal gardens were opened
to the public as a National Museum following a seven year
project to restore both the Palace and its gardens to their original
state. The concept for the design of the Palace and estate is
symmetry, with the building and both upper and lower gardens
having a central axis running mostly south with mirror images on
either side.
The Palace and stable blocks display many beautiful object d’art,
furniture, paintings, portraits etc. whilst the gardens comprise the
Lower Gardens, bordered by terraces on three sides, the
adjoining Upper Gardens and the King’s Garden to the west of
the Palace and the Queen’s Garden to the east.
Inside the Palace itself the main hall and staircase are painted
with scenic perspectives to give the impression of being in the
open – the garden being referred to as the “outdoor hall”, forming
15

a transition between indoors and outdoors which, according to
17th century ideas, were designed to be a reflection of paradise,
combining art and nature. Fortunately for those undertaking the
reconstruction they were able to consult original perspective
engravings and detailed plans providing precise measurements
and designs of the flower beds, parterres and box hedging.

Enjoying a rest at Floriade

There are a number of stunning fountains, cascades and statues
cleverly positioned throughout the grounds, each of which
enhance the views and the pleasure experienced by the visitor.
I don’t yet know if the gardens accurately depict paradise – as
intended – but they were certainly a wonderful first visit of our
three day tour.
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Early afternoon we continued our journey through attractive
villages and countryside to our hotel, for a two night stay, which
was only a short distance from Venlo and the Floriade
Horticultural World Expo. The Floriade is a major ‘green’
exhibition and is held every ten years at a different location in the
Netherlands. It is open to the public from April to October and
this year the theme is sustainability and diversity.
The Expo has been created on a site of 160 acres, of which 60
are original woodland and the remainder formed horticultural
land.
It has five different themed areas, surrounded by
woodland, each with their own unique design and planting plan,
which change with the seasons. After the show most of the
gardens, together with the display stands, shops etc. will be
removed but the woods, ponds and pathways will be retained to
form an attractive exterior for the Venlo Green Business Park, the
infrastructure for which has been incorporated into the Expo
ground works scheme.
On arrival at the Expo the following morning, we saw we were
joining several thousand visitors – one million forecast during the
six months – but due to its size one did not feel overcrowded.
Many of our group proceeded to the cable car which travels the
length of the Expo for approximately one mile. This provides
spectacular views of the whole site and enables one to identify
areas of particular interest or attraction.
We then each embarked on our own exploration, being
constantly impressed and frequently amazed at the many and
varied displays and show marquees dotted throughout the park.
There were ample seating arrangements and relaxing water
features, together with restaurants offering global cuisine, in each
of the five themed areas which were particularly appreciated as
the temperature rose to 29/30°c.
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Whilst each element of the Floriade Park is well worth visiting,
each person in our group appeared to have discovered a
particular area or setting which was designed for them alone.
Before leaving we all visited the shops and bazaars to buy
keepsakes, local produce and accessories for home and garden.
So finally we departed – hot, fairly tired, highly satisfied and fully
laden.
After breakfast on the final full day of our tour we left our hotel
and its welcoming staff and meandered westwards towards
Brunel and the National Botanic Gardens of Belgium at Meise.
These very large parkland gardens once formed part of the royal
estates. They were opened to the public in 1965 and focus on
plant conservation, with many of the specimens in their collection
now extinct in their natural habitat.

Jo, Sylvia & Shirley at Het Loo

The most spectacular exhibits are contained in the Plant Palace
which comprises 13 interconnected glasshouses, 11 of which
each feature tender plants, in the relevant climatic conditions, of
a different region of the world. The remaining 2 glasshouses
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each have a separate thematic approach – the first ‘evolution’
and the second ‘tropical economic plants’, such as coconut
palms, cotton, bananas etc.
The 220 acre parkland features a comprehensive assortment of
plants and trees from across the world – such as many of the 600
species of oak, colourful bamboo and numerous medicinal herbs
and flowers. The gardens also boast a former royal residence,
Bouchout Castle, which is open to visitors and is sited beside an
attractive small lake inhabited by a large number of waterfowl. A
very pleasant stroll along the lake’s shore through wooded areas
lead to the Orangery, now a restaurant, where most of our group
enjoyed well deserved refreshments prior to our departure.
The final port of call was the attractive medieval town of Bruge
with its network of canals bordered by gabled houses. Some of
our party had visited previously and quickly made their way to
favourite shops and cafes, whilst the remainder had 2 hours to
explore and discover the lace workshops, shops selling delicious
Belgian (Bruge) chocolates and tempting patisseries.
All too soon we were on our way to Zeebrugge to embark our
ship for the return journey to Hull.
Being by then very
experienced travellers, the evening on board was spent, initially,
in the duty free area, then the restaurant and finally in duty free
again.
The tour was, by common consent, an unqualified success and
was made possible by the organisational skills of Elizabeth
Walker, who unfortunately was unable to accompany us at the
last moment. Her role was assumed by Jo Smith who kept us in
order, resolved any difficulties that arose and awarded us 2 gold
stars for being on time without exception. Thank you both very
much indeed.

Alan Monighan
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Photography Group
The evening visit to Kelham Hall, just outside Newark, was
arranged by Jim Smith for the Photographic Group – but the
opportunity was too tempting and the visits Group asked to be
included for the guided tour which was scheduled to take place
after the photographs had been taken earlier in the evening.
Kelham Hall, glimpsed through the trees when you are en route
for Southwell, always looks rather strange (to me at least) – an
enormous Victorian edifice well screened by mature trees, now
housing the Newark & Sherwood District Council Offices but for
many years, a closed community of Anglican monks of the Order
of the Sacred Mission and also a Theological College. Having
known a priest who was once a member of the Order I was
intrigued and jumped at the opportunity to visit.
The present hall is the third to be built on the site, the previous
two having been burnt out by fire. Perhaps because of this
history, the Gothic fantasy which was designed by George Gilbert
Scott is all brick and stone, both inside and out! It must have
been icy cold in winter! The family, large landowning members of
the Sutton Manners Family ran out of money before the hall was
completed and moved across the road to Kelham House (now an
hotel) and the hall was bought by the Order. The great Carriage
Court was turned into a vast Chapel and the other rooms used
for the various teaching & domestic needs of the Order. There
are still remains of the fantastic decorative scheme in the Arts
and Crafts style – painted vaults, heavy wall papers and symbolic
carvings of flowers, fruit, and animals on all the pillars. Lots of
Pre-Raphaelite maidens look soulfully down from the vaults and
intertwine with peacocks, apparently one of the Manners family
symbols.
It was a fascinating visit on a lovely (and rare!) summer evening.
Thank you Jim for arranging it.

Margaret Campion.
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Photography Group Programme
25 Oct Lincoln Cathedral interior
22 Nov Welton Methodist Hall
27Dec will probably cancel
24 Jan Welton Methodist Hall

Jim D N Smith

Photograph

Theatre Group
On Thursday 31 May, a coachload of U3A
members left Lincoln for a journey to
Norwich to see the Northern Ballet
Company’s production of “I’ve Got
Rhythm”.
Theatre

We stopped for a coffee break with
scones, fresh cream and jam and then journeyed on to our
destination, arriving at 12 noon. There was a 2 hour period to get
lunch or shop and then we made our way to the theatre.
The ballet was performed to a full house. It was a great
orchestra, great dancing, beautiful costumes and, of course, the
music of George Gershwin, plus 2 excellent vocalists who sang,
amongst other numbers, a selection from Porgy and Bess. One
of the numbers I particularly enjoyed was the rendering of
Rhapsody in Blue, played by an expert pianist accompanied by a
duo of dancers with wonderful choreography.
At the end of the performance we once again loaded onto our
coach and set off for Lincoln, stopping once again for tea and
scones with fresh cream and jam – I really must find the time to
join Weightwatchers. We finally arrived back home after a very
enjoyable day. Our sincere thanks once again to Jo and Shirley
for a very well organised and successful day.

Mollie Winter
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Theatre Group Programme
November 17
We are going to Leeds to see the Silver Bells Christmas Show.
We are fully booked. We have a waiting list.
January 5
We are going to the Royal Concert Hall in Nottingham to see the
Johann Strauss Production with dancers in period costumes
dancing to well-known waltz music. This had to be a very short
booking time. We may have some seats available at the October
meeting. If we do, it would have to be paid for then. We will
open a waiting list.

Shirley Droy
U3A Summer Luncheon
The tenth of August, a lovely sunny day,
saw 62 of our members assemble for the
U3A Summer Luncheon at The Cross Keys,
Stowe. Several of our members actually sat
outside enjoying the sun, waiting for the time
we would move to the dining room.
Following the arrival of the speaker we
commenced the meal with soup followed by
Rev Jeff Heskins
delicious roast pork with all the trimmings,
followed by Pavlova or lemon mousse. After the meal, Peter
Abela introduced the speaker, or rather performer, the Reverend
Jeff Heskins, Diocesan Director of Ordinands. The speaker’s
special interest was the life and music of the late George
Formby. Many of us, though possibly loathe to admit it,
remember many of the songs from our early years, possibly
because songs tended to stick around longer, and had words we
could all actually sing. As a sort of test, Jeff played the music of.
‘Leaning on a Lamp-Post’ and a few people from every table
joined in with the words. He explained that George Formby
22

enjoyed
a
fantastic fan base
and was by far the
highest
paid
performer of his
day, with fans in
many unexpected
countries,
the
USSR
for
example.
Jeff went through his repertoire and entertained us royally for an
hour. He was thanked by Peter who also thanked Elizabeth
Walker for all her work in organising the splendid event, thanks
shared by all those fortunate enough to have been there to enjoy
the event.

Alan Campion
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Gardening Group

Gardening

Visit to Cambridge Botanical Gardens
and Anglesey Abbey
On Tuesday June 26th, after a prompt
departure, we were soon cruising down the
A1 in the safe hands of Lawrence, our
coach driver for the day, who was very
helpful and entertaining.

Our arrival found Cambridge Botanical Garden bathed in
sunshine, a rare event this summer, and everyone headed for the
restaurant, before looking round the gardens which were a
mixture of natural wildflower and formal planting.
The
greenhouses were of particular interest with their collections of
exotic specimens.
After lunch we journeyed
on to Anglesey Abbey,
which
again
had
a
diversity of planting to
appeal to all tastes. An
option of a guided tour
was available to those who
wanted it. The abbey and
watermill provided added
interest.

Anglesey Abbey

Both gardens had plants for sale, but unusually, only a few were
tempted to buy, but not so with the cream teas and ice creams.
We arrived safely home early evening, to be greeted with rain, so
we were very lucky with the weather.
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Awards for All
You may remember some four years ago we successfully applied
for a lottery grant from the Awards for All scheme to buy
equipment for group activities and monthly meeting use. We are
now in a position to reapply for a grant to cover enhancing
existing and new activities within the Groups and Club
requirements, within the criteria of the scheme.
The committee would welcome suggestions from the members.
For your assistance I have placed the guidance notes on our web
site on the Interest Groups main page for you to read and
download, or if you prefer call me for a chat and with any
suggestions
you
may
have
on
email
mikehelen@sudbrooke.eclipse.co.uk
I look forward to hearing from you

Mike Kirkby – Treasurer”
Tai Chi.
At the last survey of members’ requirements carried out by the
U3A Committee last year, a number of members requested
sessions on Tai Chi. One member agreed to look into the
viability of starting classes but unless we could muster at a
minimum twelve members who would be willing to sign up for –
and pay in advance - for a series of at least 10 consecutive
weeks, it would simply not be possible to organise such a group.
Under those circumstances we have decided not to pursue this
suggestion – but be assured the suggestion was thoroughly
investigated!

Margaret Campion
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Group Convenors and Contact Details
Architecture

Margaret
Campion
margaret.campion@btinternet.com

Armchair Travel

Art Appreciation

Val Wright
Margaret
Campion
margaret.campion@btinternet.com

Aspects of
History
Bird Watching

Bob Wise
thewises@hotmail.co.uk
Robin Gulliver
robin.g@talktalk.net

Book Group 1

David Jones
stanthaket2@yahoo.co.uk

Book Group 2

Dawn Bowskill
colinrb_41@yahoo.co.uk

Book Group 3

Jerry Buttery
js.buttery@ntlworld.com

Bridge

Nadine McKee
lenandnadine@tiscali.co.uk

Circle Dancing
Coffee Morning

Cynthia Watson
Pamela Huggett
pamelahuggett@btinternet.com

Computers for All

Mike Kirkby
mike-helen@sudbrooke.eclipse.co.uk

Discussion

Michael Whalley
m.whalley1@ntlworld.com
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Enjoying
Classical Music
Family History

David Jones
stanthaket2@yahoo.co.uk
Elizabeth Walker
pmw@avoncroft.freeserve.co.uk

Gardening

Pauline Haley
paulinehayley43@gmail.com

Music For Us

Hugh Taylor
hughandursie@hotmail.co.uk

Photography

Jim Smith

Play Reading

jimdnsmith@hotmail.co.uk
Margaret
Howard

Poetry Group

howardoldhall@tiscali.co.uk
Marion
Plenderleith
wee.scotty@uwclub.net
Michael Moody

Singing For Fun
mike.t.moody@waitrose.com
Jo Smith
Theatre Group

joansmith10@aol.com
Shirley Droy
shirleydroy@sky.com

Visits Group

Walks: 5-6 Miles

Equipment Loans

Alan Campion
campion133@btinternet.com
Joy Babington &
Alan Campion
joy@babington.me.uk
campion133@btinternet.com
Alan Campion
campion133@btinternet.com
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2013 Membership Renewal
It will soon be time to renew your membership again; the good
news is that we have been able to keep it at the reduced price of
£12 for 2013. This will reduce our surplus funds created by
economies made in the administration of Lindsey U3A, every little
helps!
You will receive your renewal form and member survey with this
newsletter, should you misplace it there is one in the Newsletter
you can use. Alternatively you can collect one from the desk at
the rear of the hall at a general meeting or print one from our web
site.
Please submit, by the general meeting in January 2013, the
completed form with your cheque for £12 made payable to
“Lindsey U3A”. If you are unable to attend the meeting please
post it to me, my address is on the form.
If you would like to pay electronically via your bank using a
standing order or BACS, please do not hesitate to contact me for
the details.

Mike Kirkby, Treasurer
Please Remember
to
Complete the Survey
at the
Back of the Renewal Form
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FOR YEAR 2013
1st JANUARY TO 31st DECEMBER
*I/we wish to renew my/our membership of Lindsey U3A
*Delete as appropriate, please complete in block capitals
Mr/Mrs/Miss
Mr/Mrs/Miss

First Name
First Name

Surname
Surname

Address

Post Code
Phone number incl STD
Email address
Emergency Contact

The annual fee is £12 per person, payable in January 2013 at the
General Meeting or by post to the treasurer, please make cheques
payable to “Lindsey U3A”. If you require a receipt please enclose
a stamped address envelope with your remittance.
NOTE: If you have not renewed your membership by February 16 th
2013 it will be assumed that you no longer wish to remain a
member and therefore your place will be offered to someone on the
waiting list.
Internal use only
Cheque Number
Date Received

Treasurer
Mr Mike Kirkby
33 Holme Drive,
Sudbrooke,
Lincoln, LN2 2QL

Value
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Members Survey
I/We attend the following U3A groups
(please the appropriate box for each member)
Group
Architecture
Armchair Travel
Art Appreciation
Aspects of History
Bird Watching
Book Group 1
Book Group 2
Book Group 3
Bridge
Circle Dancing
Coffee Morning
Computers for All
Discussion
Enjoying Classical Music

Family History
Gardening
Music For Us
Photography
Play Reading
Poetry Group
Singing For Fun
Theatre Group
Visits Group
Walks: 5-6 Miles

Convenor
Margaret Campion
Val Wright
Margaret Campion
Bob Wise
Robin Gulliver
David Jones
Dawn Bowskill
Jerry Buttery
Nadine McKee
Cynthia Watson
Pamela Huggett
Mike Kirkby
Michael Whalley
David Jones
Elizabeth Walker
Pauline Haley
Hugh Taylor
Jim Smith
Margaret Howard
Marion Plenderleith
Mike Moody
J Smith/S Droy
Alan Campion
J Babington /A Campion

Regularly

Occasionally

(more than half
the meetings)

(less than half
the meetings)

I am interested in the following Groups if they were available
(please  as appropriate for each member)
As a Group
Maybe as a
Group
Member
convenor
Village Walks
Yoga

Thank you for your co-operation
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Happy to be a
convenor

TIMETABLE OF INTEREST GROUPS
Mon

Tue

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

9.45am
5/6 mile walk

10am
Computers for
All

9.45am
5/6 mile walk

2pm
Poetry for
Pleasure

2pm
Art
Appreciation

10am
Book Group 3

10am
Family History

Week 4

2pm
Play
Reading
2pm
Enjoying
Classical
Music

10am
Circle
Dancing

2pm
Armchair Travel

Wed

1.30pm
Bridge

2pm
Book Group 2
(Bookworms)
1.30pm
Bridge

2pm
Book Group 1

2pm
Gardening

Bird watching
(All day)
1.30pm
Bridge

1.30pm
Bridge

2.30pm
Music for Us

Thu

10am
General
Meeting in
Welton
Village Hall

10am
Architecture
10.15am
Coffee Morning

2pm
Aspects of
History

Fri
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2pm
Singing for Fun

2pm
Discussion
Group
10am
Photography

Some U3A Activities

Walking Group at Reasby

Bruges shoppers – see full story inside
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